
Integration Year Plan and Report 2021-2022 for CTE & LDC

Overview
The Integration year report focuses on an important step of the assessment process, when a

SAC can use what they learned from the evidence collected in an initial assessment to better

understand and make informed changes to teaching and learning. These changes might include

rethinking curricula, changing teaching methods, adjusting learning goals, providing support

systems, and considering co-curricula. The ultimate goal is to implement changes that result in

equitable improvements to student learning. Only in a reassessment year will the SAC

investigate whether those changes resulted in improved student learning. By taking a year to

really focus on using assessment results to understand and improve student learning, the SAC

can take the time to develop an intentional and shared approach. SACs are then ready to

implement change and reassess to see if the changes result in improvements to student

learning.

The initial proposal and rationale is due by November 5th and will be reviewed by the LAC

chairs and Ann Cary, interim Dean of Academic Affairs. The SAC will receive feedback and a

response by November 10th in order to provide enough time for the SAC to determine which

option they will choose and complete the planning portion of the report in fall term.  If your SAC

is unable to complete it in fall, please fill out the planning section when completing the final

report in spring.

Submission checklist

Proposal due by November 5, 2021

Response and feedback from Academic Affairs received  by November 10, 2021

Plan section due by December 10, 2021. Note this is after the APU/ADU is due. Respond

to questions 3A. Assessment Reports with information you will include in your plan.

Full report due by June 24, 2021 (Please include all attachments such as artifacts created

and documents that will help for a full review of materials that represent the work)

To submit each phase of the report, please email it to learningassessment@pcc.edu



Proposal Section: To be completed and submitted by November 5, 2021
SAC Assessment Contact:

Name e-mail

Hannah Love hannah.love@pcc.edu

What SAC do you represent?
Philosophy (PHL)

What initial assessment would you like to focus on? Briefly describe what you learned

from the initial assessment (data analysis or evidence) that the SAC will use to inform

changes to teaching. [This could be a copy/paste from your initial assessment report.]
We would like to focus on last year’s assessment project, of the Integrative Learning outcome (which is
our Gen Ed outcome and applies to all PHL courses). As part of that assessment, data indicated room
for improvement of student achievement; on three of the four dimensions, the average score was
below the benchmark of 2.

What is your goal for an Integration Year?
One of the conversations that’s come up multiple times in our SAC is how to incorporate the Signature
Assignment into courses. Some faculty have framed it as the course paper, others offered it as extra
credit (during pilot years in the past), while others set it as a separate paper from a more typical
philosophical argument paper. Our goals for an Integration Year are twofold: deciding how to integrate
this assignment into our courses more universally; deciding how to better scaffold and frame the
assignment to support student achievement of the IL outcome.

Briefly describe what potential changes to the teaching process the SAC would like to

focus on. [Specifics can include the parts of the teaching process that the SAC wants to

focus on and how these changes might address the achievement gaps identified in the

initial assessment. Changes might include revising curriculum, changing teaching

methods, adjusting learning goals, integrating additional learning supports, and

considering co-curricula.]
● As noted above, a potential change is the assignment integration and having it look similar

across courses and instructors. (This is probably not something the SAC can require, and there
were worries about ‘standardizing,’ but faculty do recognize the need for consistency - and
data would help with this).

● As part of this, we would revisit the Signature Assignment itself and decide how to modify it
to achieve the integration we land on (including improving transparency for students).



● Finally, figuring out where and how the assignment fits into our courses will give us the space
for teaching conversations: how do we scaffold this assignment and better prepare students
to achieve the IL outcome?

*Stop! Submit via email to learningassessment@pcc.edu to be considered for the pilot. The SAC will

receive feedback and a response from Academic Affairs by the end of Monday, November 10, 2021.

The planning section that follows is to be completed and submitted by December 10, 2021.

Planning Section: To be completed and submitted in Fall Term

In general terms, describe the integration project plan for the year.  What are the SAC’s

preliminary plans for changes to teaching? What steps will the SAC take to carry out the

project?
Our integration plan for the year will focus on assignment design (meaning, revision of the Signature
Assignment) and assignment scaffolding within a course. We envision a two-step process:

● First, an initial workgroup that will complete some preliminary readings, meet during Winter
term, create a revised Signature Assignment, and offer ideas for how to scaffold it within a
course. (Because compensation for SAC assessment work is limited, realistically this group will
begin the planning process and how far we get will depend on funding for part-time faculty,
with full-time faculty completing the work.)

● Second, a SAC-wide discussion during our Spring SAC Day where we can finalize the
assignment and engage in a broader conversation around scaffolding.

What questions about student learning did your initial assessment bring up? How do you

hope your proposal will impact student learning? [For example, what gaps in student

learning might your plan address?]

Our initial assessment, with respect to the Integrative Learning rubric, showed that students scored
highest on the second dimension (Self Assessment), and lowest on the third dimension (Contextual
Awareness). When we looked at the average - not median - scores, students met the benchmark of 2
on the second dimension but scored below 2 on the other three dimensions. This suggests that our
students may need more support with respect to demonstrating achievement in most dimensions of
the rubric. Our dual approach of (1) revising the Signature Assignment and (2) scaffolding it better
within a course structure hopes to address these gaps.

mailto:learningassessment@pcc.edu


What course(s) or part of the curriculum will your integration year focus on? Why have

you selected this focus?

All of our courses are Gen Ed, and our faculty each teach a wide variety of courses. In that sense, and
because our courses have nearly identical CCOGs (minimal differences in language around course
content), we will be focusing on all courses.

How will faculty be involved in the project? Who needs to be involved? [It is important

to engage a significant portion of the faculty who teach the course(s). The working

assumption here is that for systemic changes to teaching to take hold, there needs to be

involvement from faculty in the development of new teaching practices.]

As mentioned above, part of faculty involvement will be determined by the amount of available
funding. For a workgroup to meet, and do pre-work, part-time faculty need to be compensated and
the hours for assessment work are typically capped at 10. That allows for (at most) five part-time
faculty to each engage in two hours of work. We will most likely use SAC Day time in Spring term to
engage all faculty (and use that automatic compensation). If we can find additional funding sources,
that will allow more part-time faculty to participate in Winter term.

What resources or additional learning will you draw on in order to carry out your plan?

[For example: consult with the Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence, readings,

research, professional development, expertize, experience, data collection or analysis]
For pre-work and Signature Assignment revision, we will draw on some of the resources from TILT
Higher Ed.

https://tilthighered.com/tiltexamplesandresources
https://tilthighered.com/tiltexamplesandresources


What specific changes to teaching does the SAC anticipate making this year? Describe

the parts of the teaching process the SAC wants to focus on and how these changes

might address the achievement gaps. [For example, revising curriculum, changing

teaching methods, adjusting learning goals, integrating additional learning supports,

and considering co-curricula.]

Because our plans and discussions may not be finalized until after the Spring SAC Day meeting, it’s
hard to forecast exactly what changes will happen this year. It’s possible that faculty, especially those
involved in a Winter term workgroup, will pilot preliminary changes in their Spring courses. Since we
have yet to talk about what changes we think will be most effective in supporting students while
preserving instructor flexibility and discretion, I can’t say now what those will be. However, likely
changes will be around integrating additional learning supports as they pertain to the revised
Signature Assignment and scaffolding it in the course.

For example, it might be the case that prior writing assignments or exams in a course could prompt a
student to address some dimension of the Integrative Learning rubric early on. And then once a
student is at the end of the term and preparing to write their Self-Reflection (or whatever that
assignment is titled in an individual instructor’s course), they have material to build upon, and a
question they’ve thought about previously.

Your LAC coach is available to help with any step.  What might you need help with

moving forward?

Nothing at this time!

*STOP*  This concludes the planning portion of the form.

Please save this document and submit it to learningassessment@pcc.edu by December 10, 2021.

In the spring, complete the reporting section that continues on the next page.
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Integration Year Report 2021-2022

Now that you have carried out the Integration Year plan, please report on the progress made by

responding to the prompts below.

On completing the form, please email it to learningassessment@pcc.edu.

If your SAC was unable to complete the planning section, above, during Fall Term, please fill that section

out before completing the following end-of-year report.

Were any changes made to the integration year plan submitted in Fall Term?  If so,

please briefly describe them.
There were no major changes made, but there were some small ones (perhaps more along the lines of
filling in greater detail as opposed to actual changes). See the summary narrative below!

Please provide an executive summary of your integration year work; highlight the

changes the SAC has made to teaching in order to enhance student learning.
A small number of us (three FT faculty, one PT faculty) met initially as planned, to strategize about
what our presentation to the wider SAC should be. We held an assignment design workshop, and
instead of actually revising our signature assignment we ended up generating a plan for how to focus
the SAC discussion instead. What emerged from that workshop was that we needed to have a clearer
shared vision of what we’re doing in what we termed “course clusters:” our 190-level courses, our
200-level non-ethics courses, and our 200-level ethics courses. We decided to have breakout rooms in
our SAC meeting where instructors could join a couple of different breakout rooms and brainstorm
around (1) what we do in the course cluster and (2) how to capture that in a more tailored signature
assignment. (Notes on those discussions here - very rough notes.)

Two clearer ideas emerged from that brainstorm session and ensuing discussion.
● One, we will pilot a revised signature assignment on a volunteer instructor basis as our

2022-2023 assessment project in each of three courses: PHL 191, 201, and 202 (these are our
highest-enrolled courses). Each course will use a uniquely revised signature assignment,
targeted to that particular course - but it will be the same assignment across all sections. For
example, all instructors who teach PHL 191 and opt into the project would use the same
signature assignment prompt (with perhaps a variation in the chosen case study - see the next
point).

● Two, the consensus was that using a case study and asking students to frame responses
around it would be helpful. For example, instead of just asking students to describe/explain
practices and standards of philosophy, we would ask students to describe/explain how
philosophers would explore, address, and reason about a particular case study or dilemma.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zPoiei9bYFI3G9edFLcVoZyerxw398jUHxraB7eaOKA/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Wc3-tCtCRdy6ROk6-j62pmJpKRgxZ-6XL3ytIjDSn2o/edit


This re-framing would make more space for instructors who want the signature assignment to
function as an argument paper and self-reflection in one; the case study could be the topic of
the student’s argument, so they could make/explore an argument and self-reflect in the same
paper. The re-framing would also allow instructors to focus on particular course questions that
they might have spent time on (different instructors might emphasize different course
content).

The final step in this year’s work is to actually create the revised signature assignments (or, more
specifically, three templates into which individual instructors can plug their own case studies, etc).
That work will happen over the summer, with the intent of sharing draft versions with the SAC for
approval during the September inservice meeting, and implementing the final versions in Winter 2022
(and potentially Spring 2023, for more data).

What are the SAC’s plans for sustaining this change in teaching? Looking ahead, describe

your next steps for the continued integration of the changes made this year. [If there are

any artifacts or work products the SAC has created and would like to share, please attach

or provide a link here.]
This change in teaching (the revised signature assignments) is an opt-in approach; individual
instructors can decide whether to participate in the pilots. The real sustaining of changes would likely
happen in the year after next year’s reassessment, because the results of that will inform whether
additional instructors plan to continue with the change/the shared assignment approach.

How will your work this year inform the SAC’s reassessment or assessment project next

year?
I think I’ve described this in various ways above; the planning work of this year will continue over the
summer and the result will be the revised signature assignments we pilot in 2022-2023 to reassess the
Integrative Learning outcome.



In general terms, describe the level of SAC involvement in the project. [For example,

were both PT and FT faculty involved?  Did all instructors or a representative sample of

instructors contribute to the development of the plan or changes to teaching?]
This particular assessment project has included more faculty than any other, in the sense that usually
our assessment work (the actual work part of it) happens outside of SAC day meetings. This year is
one of the first times in the last several years that we’ve had a lengthy SAC-wide conversation, as
opposed to involvement of (the same) folks who volunteer every year in a smaller workgroup that
more or less reports back.

Identify any barriers to participation in the integration year work for the SAC. Describe

any external factors that got in the way of learning assessment this year. [For example,

funding, time constraints, cancelled courses, faculty workload, etc.]
Currently, I’d say workload and general faculty burnout are the biggest obstacles. For example, we only
used 1.5 hours of our 10 allotted assessment hours for PT faculty pay; the compensation is simply not
sufficient to convince most folks to use their time in this way. We did schedule a longer SAC day than
normal, as a way to compensate more people without touching the assessment money pool, but
many PT faculty have other teaching and work obligations on SAC day so trying to schedule a full
eight-hour workday isn’t an option. Even if that had been an option, this kind of assessment planning
is multi-step and doing it all in one day isn’t feasible.

Another big obstacle isn’t the assessment work itself, but the potential course revisions that faculty
might have to make in response to revised signature assignments. Changes in that assignment can
impact faculty’s grading schemes, course material, schedule planning, and so on; that work is
technically outside the actual assessment work, and therefore isn’t actually compensated (especially
for PT faculty). Right now there is some skepticism about the value of signature assignments, so asking
faculty to change them again (after having just implemented them last year) can feel like a big ask.

Overall, it’s important that the administration knows that good assessment work doesn’t happen in a
vacuum: it involves course development, faculty professional development, and other investments
that deserve compensated time as well.

Please explain how results and next steps have been shared, or will be shared, with

members of your SAC.
The plan was shared in the April SAC meeting, and that discussion captured in part in the SAC minutes.
I will continue to keep folks updated via email over the summer in order to share proposed signature
assignment revisions in our September SAC meeting.



Based on your experience with the integration project this year, are there any areas that

you might want help with from your LAC coach?
Nope!

Is there anything else you want to share with reviewers about your integration year

project?
Even though it felt like we ran into some obstacles and internal resistance to assessment work,
everyone really appreciated the opportunity to take a conversation year and think more deeply about
what we do in the classroom and how that connects with our signature assignment(s). The two-year
assessment cycle in the past has felt very rushed for us, and the ability to engage in deeper
deliberation (especially in a year of so many changes at PCC) was really a gift. Everyone agreed that
being able to talk about teaching, and learn from each other, was the most valuable part of our
assessment planning this year and we’re grateful to have had that chance. Hopefully the Integration
Year will continue to be a much-needed option for SACs in the future.

Please submit your report to learningassessment@pcc.edu by June 24, 2022.

Submission checklist:

Full report
Attachments of artifacts or work products (optional)
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